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Peace War And Computers
This updated and expanded edition of Cyberspace in Peace and War by Martin C. Libicki presents a comprehensive
understanding of cybersecurity, cyberwar, and cyber-terrorism. From basic concepts to advanced principles, Libicki
examines the sources and consequences of system compromises, addresses strategic aspects of cyberwar, and defines
cybersecurity in the context of military operations while highlighting unique aspects of the digital battleground and
strategic uses of cyberwar. This new edition provides updated analysis on cyberespionage, including the enigmatic
behavior of Russian actors, making this volume a timely and necessary addition to the cyber-practitioner's library.
Cyberspace in Peace and War guides readers through the complexities of cybersecurity and cyberwar and challenges
them to understand the topics in new ways. Libicki provides the technical and geopolitical foundations of cyberwar
necessary to understand the policies, operations, and strategies required for safeguarding an increasingly online
infrastructure.
This detailed study examines the ongoing privatization of the defence sector and offers an original theoretical explanation
as to why the most modern armed forces throughout the world have come increasingly to rely on private companies for
nearly everything they do.
The Business-IT Wall Must Come Down. With A Seat at the Table, thought leader Mark Schwartz pulled out a chair for
CIOs at the C-suite table. Now Mark brings his unique perspective and experience to business leaders looking to lead
their company into the digital age by harnessing the expertise and innovation that is already under their roof: IT. In the
war for business supremacy, Schwartz shows we must throw out the old management models and stereotypes that pit
suits against nerds. Instead, business leaders of today can foster a space of collaboration and shared mission, a space
that puts technologists and business people on the same team. For business leaders looking to unlock their enterprise's
digital transformation, War and Peace and IT provides clear context and strategies. Schwartz demystifies the role IT
plays in the modern enterprise, allowing business leaders to create new strategies for the new digital battleground. It is
time to change not only the enterprise's relationship with technology, but its relationship with technologists. To
accelerate, enterprises must bring technology to the heart of their work, for just as technology is causing this disruption, it
is technology that provides the solution. Unlike Napoleon, it is time for business leaders to come down from the hill atop
the Battle of Borodino and enter the fray with the technologists, for that is where the war will be won or lost.
This book is a critical political and institutional reflection on UN peace operations. It provides constructive suggestions as
to how the UN and the international system can evolve to remain relevant and tackle the peace and security challenges
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of the 21st century, without abandoning the principles that the UN was founded upon and on which the legitimacy of UN
peace operations rests. The author analyses the evolving politics on UN peace operations of the five veto powers of the
UN Security Council, as well as major troop-contributing countries and western powers. He investigates the move
towards peace enforcement and counter-terrorism, and what consequences this development may have for the UN.
Karlsrud issues a challenge to practitioners and politicians to make sure that the calls for reform are anchored in a desire
to improve the lives of people suffering in conflicts on the ground—and not spurred by intra-organizational turf battles or
solely the narrow self-interests of member states. Finally, he asks how the UN can adapt its practices to become more
field- and people-centered, in line with its core, primary commitments of protecting and serving people in need.
Science came into Guy Steverâ€™s life as a pure and peaceful pursuit. It was only later, as he walked through the
wreckage of wartime London that he began to see science as central to a desperate struggle to survive. Past president of
Carnegie Mellon University, former Chief Scientist of the U.S. Air Force, one-time Director of the National Science
Foundation, professor at MIT for 20 years, member of the National Academies of Sciences and Engineering, and science
advisor to two presidentsâ€¦Guy Stever was a central figure in twentieth century scienceâ€"consistently on the front lines,
changing the fate of a nation. In this thoughtful and candid memoir, Stever recounts an extraordinary life that reveals as
much about the man as about the major scientific and technological events of his day. Born of humble origins and
orphaned at an early age, Stever journeyed from a small town in New York to work alongside British comrades who were
developing and refining the critical radar technology that was to turn the tide of the war against the Germans. As a
technical intelligence officer, these harrowing wartime years took him from the beachheads of Normandy to the German
slave-labor factories responsible for building the V-2 rockets. Stever returned home committed to serving his country. He
became intimately involved in Americaâ€™s nascent guided missile programâ€"and was to remain a key player in the antiballistic missile defense program that heralded the era of the Cold War. As the decades passed, Stever continued to
exert lasting influence on countless scientific endeavors. He was instrumental in the formation of new institutions, from
the creation of NASA in the post-Sputnik years to the merging of Carnegie Tech and the Mellon Institution, giving birth to
Carnegie Mellon University. As Presidential Science Advisor to both Nixon and Ford, Stever shaped the very structure of
contemporary presidential science advising. And he was to chair the oversight committee that redesigned the space
shuttle boosters after the Challenger explosion. Guy Steverâ€™s life offers remarkable insight into the twentieth century.
Through his eyes, we relive the history of the past 50 years, witnesses to a tale of science and technology that is
revealing in its scope and sweep.
Discover how the United States can beat China, Russia, Iran, and ISIS in the coming information-technology wars from
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the New York Times bestselling author and veteran Washington Times columnist Bill Gertz. America is at war, but most
of its citizens don’t realize it. Covert information warfare is being waged by world powers, rogue states—such as Russia,
China, Iran, and North Korea—and even terrorist groups like ISIS. This conflict has been designed to defeat and ultimately
destroy the United States. This new type of warfare is part of the Information Age that has come to dominate our lives. In
iWar, Bill Gertz describes how technology has completely revolutionized modern warfare, how the Obama administration
failed to meet this challenge, and what we can and must do to catch up and triumph over this timely and important
struggle.
Although the moral and ethical dimensions of NATO presence in Afghanistan has been the focus of debate by politicians
and media alike, questions of the religious culture and spirituality that underlie the complexities of both the conflict and
convictions of those affected have rarely been discussed. The entries of this thought-provoking journal offer a unique
window into this strange and unpredictable war-torn realm from the perspective of a Christian army chaplain who has
experienced the terrors of war "from the foxhole." This diary represents the brutally honest, yet deeply spiritual reflections
and questions of a Lutheran clergyman whose aim is not to justify, but to record, the life of faith. Join Padre Ristau in a
journey marked by episodes of wonder and struggle, celebration and hardship, and come away . . . changed. True
stories: some inspiring; some frightening. Yet none of them remain unfamiliar to the Divine.
A historically-grounded examination of United States foreign policy that interrogates the ideological
assumptions--whether explicit or tacit--that drive it.
This book offers an introduction to Information Technology with regard to peace, conflict, and security research, a topic that it
approaches from natural science, technical and computer science perspectives. Following an initial review of the fundamental
roles of IT in connection with peace, conflict and security, the contributing authors address the rise of cyber conflicts via
information warfare, cyber espionage, cyber defence and Darknets. The book subsequently explores recent examples of cyber
warfare, including: • The Stuxnet attack on Iran’s uranium refining capability • The hacking of the German Federal Parliament’s
internal communication system • The Wannacry malware campaign, which used software stolen from a US security agency to
launch ransomware attacks worldwide The book then introduces readers to the concept of cyber peace, including a discussion of
confidence and security-building measures. A section on Cyber Arms Control draws comparisons to global efforts to control
chemical warfare, to reduce the risk of nuclear war, and to prevent the militarization of space. Additional topics include the security
of critical information infrastructures, and cultural violence and peace in social media. The book concludes with an outlook on the
future role of IT in peace and security. Information Technology for Peace and Security breaks new ground in a largely unexplored
field of study, and offers a valuable asset for a broad readership including students, educators and working professionals in
computer science, IT security, peace and conflict studies, and political science.
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By exploring the role of both culture and the mass media, this volume fills a gap in the literature on war and peace. Outstanding
scholars provide an overview of critical mass media research and open up entirely new perspectives on the ongoing debate over
communications issues in war and peace. The contributions bring together common themes including the military-industrialcommunications complex, cultural imperialism and transnational control of communications. Various perspectives are covered,
such as gender issues, language study and bureaucratization.
An entirely modern argument for the irrelevance of war as a goal in international affairs.
Thoroughly sharp and honest treatment of a brutal conflict.The Algerian War (1954-1962) was a savage colonial war, killing an
estimated one million Muslim Algerians and expelling the same number of European settlers from their homes. It was to cause the
fall of six French prime minsters and the collapse of the Fourth Repbulic. It came close to bringing down de Gaulle and - twice - to
plunging France into civil war.The story told here contains heroism and tragedy, and poses issues of enduring relevance beyond
the confines of either geography or time. Horne writes with the extreme intelligence and perspicacity that are his trademarks.
War, while often gruesome and devastating, can also be viewed as a science or art, involving the translation of theory into
practice. Even as weapons grow in sophistication over time, war has always involved careful calculations and balancing the
interests of the involved party with effective combat techniques against an enemy. This absorbing volume examines the evolution
of the strategies, tactics, and logistics employed in various wars and conflicts, from ancient times to the present-day.
When the stakes of public words and actions are global and permanent, and especially when they involve war and peace, can we
afford not to seek their meaning? For three decades, Francis Beer has pioneered the effort to discover, describe, and connect
pieces of the complex puzzle of war, peace, their interrelationship, and their causes. In this volume, Beer (joined by colleagues as
co-authors of some chapters) examines the cognitive, behavioral, and linguistic dimensions of war and peace. Language, he
shows, is important because it mediates between thought and action. It expresses beliefs about war and peace and affects the
perceptions of potential adversaries about one's own intentions. Using multiple perspectives and methods, he explores the uses of
communication in international relations and the development of "meaning" for war and peace. In this unique and innovative postrealist analysis, Beer examines how language transmits and creates meaning through interaction with specific audiences. His case
studies include the Somalian intervention, Sarajevo and the Balkan conflict, and the Gulf War. Moving beyond the discrete words
of war, the book takes a broader view of how political participants interact in war and peace through continuous streams of
communication that reflect and construct worlds of meaning. This stimulating and challenging volume brings together insights and
evidence from political science, cognitive psychology, linguistics, history, and rhetorical studies and applies them in a focused way
to the problem of war and peace.
Human societies have not always taken on new technology in appropriate ways. Innovations are double-edged swords that
transform relationships among people, as well as between human societies and the natural world. Only through successful cultural
appropriation can we manage to control the hubris that is fundamental to the innovative, enterprising human spirit; and only by
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becoming hybrids, combining the human and the technological, will we be able to make effective use of our scientific and
technological achievements. This broad cultural history of technology and science provides a range of stories and reflections about
the past, discussing areas such as film, industrial design, and alternative environmental technologies, and including not only
European and North American, but also Asian examples, to help resolve the contradictions of contemporary high-tech civilization.
The world's first peace organizations emerged in the 19th century and since that time, anti-war activism has progressed rapidly.
This illuminating book presents a realistic analysis of the extent to which the war system has infiltrated all aspects of Western
culture and how it works to perpetuate war rather than promote peace. Additionally, the text describes the historically recent and
still evolving parallel system of peace institutions. The values and ideas that have grown out of peace activism offer a very real
opportunity to outlaw war in the coming century just as slavery was abolished in the 19th century. Instructors considering this book
for use in a course may request an examination copy here.

First in a quintessential hard-science fiction adventure, Hugo Award-winning author Vernor Vinge's The Peace War
follows a scientist determined to put an end to the militarization of his greatest invention--and of the government behind it.
The Peace Authority conquered the world with a weapon that never should have been a weapon--the "bobble," a
spherical force-field impenetrable by any force known to mankind. Encasing governmental installations and military bases
in bobbles, the Authority becomes virtually omnipotent. But they've never caught Paul Hoehler, the maverick who
invented the technology, and who has been working quietly for decades to develop a way to defeat the Authority. With
the help of an underground network of determined, independent scientists and a teenager who may be the apprentice
genius he's needed for so long, he will shake the world. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Sadly enough, war, conflicts and terrorism appear to stay with us in the 21st century. But what is our outlook on new
methods for preventing and ending them? Present-day hard- and software enables the development of large crisis,
conflict, and conflict management databases with many variables, sometimes with automated updates, statistical
analyses of a high complexity, elaborate simulation models, and even interactive uses of these databases. In this book,
these methods are presented, further developed, and applied in relation to the main issue: the resolution and prevention
of intra- and international conflicts. Conflicts are a worldwide phenomenon. Therefore, internationally leading researchers
from the USA, Austria, Canada, Germany, New Zealand and Switzerland have contributed. This book is for students and
scientists in international relations and political sciences, and decision makers or their advisers in national and
international bodies, both governmental and non-governmental.
Policymakers, legislators, scientists, thinkers, military strategists, academics, and all those interested in understanding
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the future want to know how twenty-first century scientific advance should be regulated in war and peace. This book tries
to provide some of the answers. Part I summarises some important elements of the relevant law. In Part II, individual
chapters are devoted to cyber capabilities, highly automated and autonomous systems, human enhancement
technologies, human degradation techniques, the regulation of nanomaterials, novel naval technologies, outer space,
synthetic brain technologies beyond artificial intelligence, and biometrics. The final part of the book notes important
synergies that emerge between the different technologies and legal provisions, existing and proposed, assesses notions
of convergence and of composition in international law, and provides some concluding remarks. The new technologies,
their uses, and their regulation in war and peace are presented to the reader who is invited to draw conclusions.
The Mumbai blasts of 1993, the attack on the Indian Parliament in 2001, Mumbai 26/11—cross-border terrorism has
continued unabated. What can India do to motivate Pakistan to do more to prevent such attacks? In the nuclear times
that we live in, where a military counter-attack could escalate to destruction beyond imagination, overt warfare is clearly
not an option. But since outright peace-making seems similarly infeasible, what combination of coercive pressure and
bargaining could lead to peace? The authors provide, for the first time, a comprehensive assessment of the violent and
non-violent options available to India for compelling Pakistan to take concrete steps towards curbing terrorism originating
in its homeland. They draw on extensive interviews with senior Indian and Pakistani officials, in service and retired, to
explore the challenges involved in compellence and to show how non-violent coercion combined with clarity on the
economic, social and reputational costs of terrorism can better motivate Pakistan to pacify groups involved in crossborder terrorism. Not War, Not Peace? goes beyond the much discussed theories of nuclear deterrence and
counterterrorism strategy to explore a new approach to resolving old conflicts.
A harrowing exploration of the collapse of American diplomacy and the abdication of global leadership, by the winner of
the 2018 Pulitzer Prize in Public Service.
An investigative reporter who encountered it all firsthand provides an in-depth look at more than fifty years of corruption,
fraud, and abuse in America and in Washington, including McCarthyism and Nixon's abuses. Reprint. 50,000 first
printing.
Three erotic romance short stories taking place during the World War two Era. The first story is about a young soldier
who meets a young German woman after the war. He falls into an erotic situation that remains a mystery for life. The
second story is of a soldier and a young woman who find love before the war and find a greater love after the war. The
third story is about a woman who sells her unused wedding dress to a war correspondent. Her fantasies take her over the
threshold of sex and bring her love.
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NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • The Economist • The
Christian Science Monitor • Bloomberg Businessweek • The Globe and Mail From the bestselling and award-winning
author of Paris 1919 comes a masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, a fascinating portrait of Europe from 1900 up to the
outbreak of World War I. The century since the end of the Napoleonic wars had been the most peaceful era Europe had
known since the fall of the Roman Empire. In the first years of the twentieth century, Europe believed it was marching to
a golden, happy, and prosperous future. But instead, complex personalities and rivalries, colonialism and ethnic
nationalisms, and shifting alliances helped to bring about the failure of the long peace and the outbreak of a war that
transformed Europe and the world. The War That Ended Peace brings vividly to life the military leaders, politicians,
diplomats, bankers, and the extended, interrelated family of crowned heads across Europe who failed to stop the descent
into war: in Germany, the mercurial Kaiser Wilhelm II and the chief of the German general staff, Von Moltke the Younger;
in Austria-Hungary, Emperor Franz Joseph, a man who tried, through sheer hard work, to stave off the coming chaos in
his empire; in Russia, Tsar Nicholas II and his wife; in Britain, King Edward VII, Prime Minister Herbert Asquith, and
British admiral Jacky Fisher, the fierce advocate of naval reform who entered into the arms race with Germany that
pushed the continent toward confrontation on land and sea. There are the would-be peacemakers as well, among them
prophets of the horrors of future wars whose warnings went unheeded: Alfred Nobel, who donated his fortune to the
cause of international understanding, and Bertha von Suttner, a writer and activist who was the first woman awarded
Nobel’s new Peace Prize. Here too we meet the urbane and cosmopolitan Count Harry Kessler, who noticed many of
the early signs that something was stirring in Europe; the young Winston Churchill, then First Lord of the Admiralty and a
rising figure in British politics; Madame Caillaux, who shot a man who might have been a force for peace; and more. With
indelible portraits, MacMillan shows how the fateful decisions of a few powerful people changed the course of history.
Taut, suspenseful, and impossible to put down, The War That Ended Peace is also a wise cautionary reminder of how
wars happen in spite of the near-universal desire to keep the peace. Destined to become a classic in the tradition of
Barbara Tuchman’s The Guns of August, The War That Ended Peace enriches our understanding of one of the defining
periods and events of the twentieth century. Praise for The War That Ended Peace “Magnificent . . . The War That
Ended Peace will certainly rank among the best books of the centennial crop.”—The Economist “Superb.”—The New York
Times Book Review “Masterly . . . marvelous . . . Those looking to understand why World War I happened will have a
hard time finding a better place to start.”—The Christian Science Monitor “The debate over the war’s origins has raged
for years. Ms. MacMillan’s explanation goes straight to the heart of political fallibility. . . . Elegantly written, with wonderful
character sketches of the key players, this is a book to be treasured.”—The Wall Street Journal “A magisterial 600-page
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panorama.”—Christopher Clark, London Review of Books
The First Amendment ideal of an independent press allows American journalists to present critical perspectives on government policies and
actions; but are the media independent of government in practice? Here Jonathan Mermin demonstrates that when it comes to military
intervention, journalists over the past two decades have let the government itself set the terms and boundaries of foreign policy debate in the
news. Analyzing newspaper and television reporting of U.S. intervention in Grenada and Panama, the bombing of Libya, the Gulf War, and
U.S. actions in Somalia and Haiti, he shows that if there is no debate over U.S. policy in Washington, there is no debate in the news.
Journalists often criticize the execution of U.S. policy, but fail to offer critical analysis of the policy itself if actors inside the government have
not challenged it. Mermin ultimately offers concrete evidence of outside-Washington perspectives that could have been reported in specific
cases, and explains how the press could increase its independence of Washington in reporting foreign policy news. The author constructs a
new framework for thinking about press-government relations, based on the observation that bipartisan support for U.S. intervention is often
best interpreted as a political phenomenon, not as evidence of the wisdom of U.S. policy. Journalists should remember that domestic political
factors often influence foreign policy debate. The media, Mermin argues, should not see a Washington consensus as justification for
downplaying critical perspectives.
Provides a broad view of the human, organizational, budgetary, and procedural elements fundamental to command and control. Also
discusses how the command and control concept has grown into command, control, communications, intelligence, and information (C3I).
Illustrated.
Computers are at the heart of war as we know it and this visionary overview of cyber war in the twenty-first century studies how electronics
have changed the way we fight. Using informatics and chaos theory, this is a disarming, yet enthralling read.
Peace, War and ComputersRoutledge
Modern theorists and their ideas on war and peace are here presented, interpreted, and evaluated with scholarship and clarity of expression.
In examining the main currents in modern social theory, the author has gone directly to the works of the leading philosophic figures. This book
is a carefully documented analysis based on primary sources. Its republication in an expanded version after more than a half century since its
initial appearance is a welcome addition to the literature on conflict and conflict resolution. In this 2007 greatly expanded third edition of The
Idea of War and Peace, Irving Louis Horowitz provides a sense of substance to the character of Western Civilization. The book permits the
reader to better understand what the "clash of civilizations" is about. It provides a broad outline of both European and American twentieth
century social philosophies as they relate to the issue of war and peace. It also offers a new concluding section that explores in depth this
same theme in the first decade of the twenty-first century. Such major figures as Bertrand Russell, John Dewey, Jacques Maritain, Albert
Einstein, and Vladimir Lenin, reviewed in earlier editions, are now joined by examinations of the work of Raymond Aron, Harold D. Lasswell,
and other contemporaries. The Idea of War and Peace is not just one more manual of how to conduct or avoid conflict, and even less, a
guideline to policy-making. Instead, the work offers a profound sense of the theories and values that underline manuals and guides. This third
edition is graced by a consideration of major figures in the second half of the twentieth century and a retrospective on the work of Niccolo
Machiavelli on the nature of warfare. It also includes chapters on the relationship of war, peace, and the democratic order--and a postscript
on new forms of state power and terrorism. This new edition links past and present and serves as an analytical bridge between cen
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International affairs expert and award-winning author of Special Providence Walter Russell Mead here offers a remarkably clear-eyed
account of American foreign policy and the challenges it faces post—September 11.Starting with what America represents to the world
community, Mead argues that throughout its history it has been guided by a coherent set of foreign policy objectives. He places the record of
the Bush administration in the context of America’s historical relations with its allies and foes. And he takes a hard look at the international
scene–from despair and decay in the Arab world to tumult in Africa and Asia–and lays out a brilliant framework for tailoring America’s grand
strategy to our current and future threats. Balanced, persuasive, and eminently sensible, Power, Terror, Peace, and War is a work of
extraordinary significance on the role of the United States in the world today.
In War and Peace and War, Peter Turchin uses his expertise in evolutionary biology to offer a bold new theory about the course of world
history. Turchin argues that the key to the formation of an empire is a society’s capacity for collective action. He demonstrates that high
levels of cooperation are found where people have to band together to fight off a common enemy, and that this kind of cooperation led to the
formation of the Roman and Russian empires, and the United States. But as empires grow, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer,
conflict replaces cooperation, and dissolution inevitably follows. Eloquently argued and rich with historical examples, War and Peace and War
offers a bold new theory about the course of world history with implications for nations today.
WAR AND PEACE The greatest of all novelists...what else can we call the author of War and Peace?” asked Virginia Woolf rhetorically—and
literary luminaries the world over have agreed with her. The saga stands alone in its vast scope and minute detail, its immense diversity and
final unity. Set in the years leading up to and culminating in Napoleon’s disastrous Russian invasion, the novel focuses upon an entire
society torn by conflict and change. Here is humanity in all its innocence and corruption, wisdom and folly, painful defeats and enduring
triumphs. Here is the seemingly effortless artistry of a master capable of portraying with equal power the clash of armies and the solitary
anguish of the heart. Here, finally, is a view of history and personal destiny that is perpetually modern. WAR AND PEACE “Life did not stop
and one had to live..” WAR AND PEACE July 1805, St Petersburg, Russia: A country on the brink of attack. a city on the threshold of war
and disruption. WAR AND PEACE Five Russian families will find out just how their lives are going to entangle during the ensuing years of war
and peace.. WAR AND PEACE Opening at Anna Pavlovna’s soirée, Tolstoy’s War and Peace introduces you to characters—such as the
misfit, illegitimate son Pierre, the analytical and loner Prince Andrew, the sexually alluring Helene and the impulsive and lively Natasha, who
plays the pivotal role—whose minds and actions prove to be the laboratory where Tolstoy, with a psychologist’s deftness and an artist’s
vision, lays bare the frailties and manias that make up the human psyche. WAR AND PEACE An explosive tale of epic proportions, War and
Peace, one of the best known Russian historical novels, is as much a story of love and adultery as it is of war and death. with a deep insight
into the war-stricken Russia, it underlines the irrational motives of human behavior in both war and peace. WAR AND PEACE War and Peace
is considered one of the world’s greatest works of fiction. It is regarded, along with Anna Karenina, as Tolstoy’s finest literary achievement.
WAR AND PEACE Epic in scale, War and Peace delineates in graphic detail events leading up to Napoleon’s invasion of Russia, and the
impact of the Napoleonic era on Tsarist society, as seen through the eyes of five Russian aristocratic families. WAR AND PEACE

Discourses of War and Peace examines specific contexts around the globe in which discourse operates in the service of
war and to build alternative visions of peace.
Writing even in overview of more than a half-century of professional life of a giant of twentieth century science and
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technology such as Edward Teller is a daunting task. We ask in advance the reader's pardon for passing over quickly or
omitting entirely aspects of Teller's life and work which may seem of major significance but which we, due to differences
of perspective or knowledge, speak too little or not at all. We refer those interested in greater depth to the excellent
biography by Stanley Blumberg and Gwen Owens, The Life and Times of Edward Teller, and we have (with his
permission) printed Professor Eugene Wigner's An Appreciation On the 60th Birthday of Edward Teller immediately after
this foreword, so that the reader may consider the perspective of one of Teller's most illustrious contemporaries more
than two decades ago. Edward Teller was born in Budapest, Hungary on January 15,1908. While his childhood was
spent in the twilight of the Victorian age and its abrupt conclusion in the Great War and his youth in its especially
turbulent after math in central Europe, he doesn't bear visible scars from it.
Forfatteren er videnskabelig medarbejder ved University of Colorado/ USA. I værket undersøges hvilke årsage, der er de
væsentligste til krig og fred og forbindelsen mellem dem, krig og fred i fremtiden og hvad der kan gøres for at skabe mere
fred og mindre krig.
Grotius, Hugo. The Rights of War and Peace, in Three Books: Wherein are Explained, The Law of Nature and Nations,
and The Principal Points relating to Government. Written in Latin by the Learned Hugo Grotius, And Translated into
English. To which are Added, All the Large Notes of Mr. J. Barbeyrac... London: Printed for W. Innys [et al.], 1738. xxxvi,
817 pp. Folio, 9" x 14." Reprinted 2004 by The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. ISBN 1-58477-386-3. Cloth. $250. * The "best
edition" of a landmark work on law and government by Hugo Grotius [1535-1645] (Lowndes, Bibliographer's Manual of
English Literature, Rev. ed. III, 950). First published in Paris in 1625, it established the system of modern public
international law, based on the concept of "droit naturel," a morality-based law that superseded the personalities of
individuals or nations. These ideas influenced the American Revolution, whose leaders often cited Grotius. "No legal
work ever enjoyed a more widely extended reputation, and none ever exercised such a wonderful influence over the
public morals of Europe." Marvin, Legal Bibliography 353. This edition features the notes of J. Barbeyrac described by
Marvin as excellent. (Whewell) Sweet and Maxwell, A Legal Bibliography of the British Commonwealth of Nations I: 595.
Sowerby, Library of Thomas Jefferson 1404. Printing and the Mind of Man 125. Indexed.
On a distant future Earth where the human race has inexplicably dwindled to some three hundred members, a secretive
person harbors a deadly secret that he or she is willing to kill in order to protect. By the Hugo Award-winning author of A
Deepness in the Sky and A Fire Upon Deep. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
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